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Biggest plasma in the universe
 Virgo clusters

Visible (left) and X-ray (right) images
http://www.astro.isas.jaxa.jp/xjapan/asca/5/cggas/
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Plasma turbulence in the
interplanetary space

Bale+ PRL 2005

 Solar wind observation by

spacecraft confirms the
power law scaling of
fluctuations

Time
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Strong turbulence and transport in
magnetic fusion plasma
 Strong turbulence drives the particle and heat transport, if mean

gradients of n and/or T exist in magnetic fusion plasma.
 TFTR experiments [Fonck+ PRL (1993)]
Turbulent transport
coefficients

Turbulence with ion
gyro-radius scales

Turbulent density
fluctuations observed
in a whole torus
Normalized minor radius
Poloidal
wavenumber

Normalized minor radius
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Fluid approximation may break
down in high temperature plasmas
 Fluid approximation can be valid for L

>> lii : mean-free-path ( // to B )
>> ri : gyro-radius (perpendicular to B)
 In fusion plasmas of Ti~10 keV, n~1014/cc,

nii ~ 102 s-1, lii ~ 104 m, a~1m, qR0~10m
Thu, the Knudsen number lii / qR0 ~ 103 !!

 How large is lii in the Earth’s magnetosphere?

lii ~ O(108 km) !! (for Ti~10 eV, n~5/cc)
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Properties of plasma turbulence
 Plasma turbulence consists of fluctuations of particle and

velocity distributions and electromagnetic fields.
 ! = !# + %!,

& = &# + %&, ' = '# + %'

 Due to the high temperature of T > keV, the one-body

distribution function, ! (, *, + , may deviate from the
equilibrium with the Maxwellian ,- .
 %! ≠ ,-

 Due to the magnetic field '# , the charged particle motions,

and thus, the turbulence is anisotropic.
 %!= %! /∥ , (1 , 2∥ , *1
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The Vlasov equation
 Advection of f along particle trajectories in the phase space is

describe by the Vlasov equation,
3!
6
3!
+ * 4 5! +
& + *×' 4
=0
3+
7
3*
or
3!
+ :, ! = 0
3+
which involves a variety of kinetic effects, i.e., Landau damping,
particle trapping, finite gyroradius effects, …
 Fine structures are generated by the advection terms on the phase

space, that is, shearing of ! by the Hamiltonian flow,
3
;(/= )
!(/= , /? , … )
3/?
=> Generation of “Big Data” on the phase space
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How does the distribution function
develop on the phase space?
 Collisionless damping in 1-D Vlasov-Poisson system is

shown below, where ! /, 2, + = 0 = ,- 1 − C cos G/

 Fine structures of ! continuously develop
 Ballistic modes with scale-lengths of 1/G+ in 2-space
 Stretching of ! due to shear of the Hamiltonian flow
t=0 wpe-1

t=10 wpe-1

t=40 wpe-1

v
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Kinetic model simplified for lowfrequency phenomena
 Although the Vlasov equation is “the first principle”

for describing collisionless plasma behaviors, it
KL
KL
involves short time scale of ΩKL
,
Ω
,
N
M
O ...
=
 In a magnetic fusion plasma with P = 1T,

RP
Ω= =
~1×10T [rad 4 sec KL ]
7=

 We need reduced kinetic equations to eliminate the

fast gyro-motion as well as NO , while keeping finite
gyro-radius and other kinetic effects.
=> Gyrokinetic equations
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From Vlasov to gyrokinetic eqs.
 To deal with fluctuations slower than the gyro-motion,

reduce the Vlasov equation to a gyro-averaged form:

 Gyrokinetic ordering and perturbation expansion

N \ G∥ %! R^ %P
[~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~
, ! = !# + %!
Ω ] G1 !#
_ P#

 Recursive formulation of linear gyrokinetic equations
[Rutherford & Frieman (1968); Antonsen & Lane (1980)]
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Perturbed gyrokinetic equation
 Gyrocenter coordinates ` (a) , 2∥ , b, c
 µ: magnetic moment, x: gyrophase

X(g)
(a)

 Nonlinear gyrokinetic equation for %!d

rs

X(p)

⎡∂
µs
∂ ⎤ (g) c ⎧
v||
esϕ ⎫
(g)
⎬
⎢ + v||b ⋅ ∇ + v ds ⋅ ∇ − b ⋅ ∇B ⎥δ fs + ⎨Φ − Ψ, δ fs +
∂v|| ⎦
B0 ⎩
c
Ts ⎭
⎣ ∂t
Magnetic ms

ExB drift and advection along Pk

Mirror force

drift

⎤
⎛
es ⎛
1 ∂Ψ ⎞
es ⎡
v|| ⎞
= −v||F0s ⎜ b ⋅ ∇Φ +
⎟ + F0s ⎢v∗s ⋅ ∇ ⎜ Φ − Ψ ⎟ − v ds ⋅ ∇Φ⎥
⎝
Ts ⎝
c ∂t ⎠
Ts ⎣
c ⎠
⎦
Parallel electric field

Diamagnetic drift

 Potential Φ and Ψ act on the gyrocenter (nonlinear term).

[Friemann &
Chen, ’82]

 Major “flow shear” terms in the GK equation generate fine
(a)

structures of %!d
2∥ g 4 5%!d
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a
Φ − Ψ, %!d
.
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Fluctuations of df on (x,v)-space
 Gyrokinetic simulation of the ion temperature gradient

driven turbulence causes energy transport and fluctuations
a
[Watanabe & Sugama, NF2006]
of %!d on the velocity space.
Snapshot of %!d

a

on v-space

Grid points ~ 50 billion (5x1010)
Memory ~ 2.6TB
Computation ~ 5TFlops
on Earth Simulator 192 nodes
(Nx, Ny, Nz, Nv, Nm) = (256, 256, 128, 128, 48) (peak 12TFlops) 24 hours.
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The K computer
“Kei” means 1016.
•

•

•
•
•

http:www.aics.riken.jp/en/kcomputer/

Tofu interconnect with
6D mesh/torus topology [Ajima,2012]
(3D torus network as a user view)

CPU: SPARC64 VIIIfx 2 GHz
8 cores/processor
16 GFlops/core
Memory BW 8 GB/s/core
Interconnect: Torus fusion (Tofu)
6D mesh/torus topology
Interconnect BW 5 GB/s × 4
4 send + 4 recv. simultaneously
88128 nodes (705024 cores)
10.51 PFlops (No. 1 of Top500 in Nov 2011)
Top 1 of Graph500 still in Nov 2016
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Gyrokinetic simulation of
multiscale plasma turbulence
 The flux tube code, GKV, has been applied to the direct

numerical simulation of the multiscale turbulence.
 Ion and electron scale

turbulence are
simultaneously
computed with high
spatial resolution.

5
2.5

ITG/TEM

0
-2.5
-5

 Employ the periodic

boundary in (1

 7= ⁄7M = 1836 leads

to 43 times difference
of the two scales.
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ETG
Maeyama+ PRL (2015)
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Transport in multi-scale
turbulence: “More is different”
 Transport in the multi-scale turbulence is characterized
Electron thermal diffusion
coefficient cek/cgB

(ce/ cgBi)/( Dkyrti )

neither by the ITG and ETG transport in a single-scale.
102
100
Electron-scale
simulation
1010

10-2
0.01

10-4
0.0001
Maeyama+ PRL (2015)
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ce=5.4cgB

Ion-scale
simulation
ce=1.2cgB

Multi-scale
simulation
ce=4.5cgB

0.1
0.1

11
10
10
Poloidal wave number kyρti
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Poloidal wave number ykrti
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Computation meeting big data
needs optimization
 The peta-scale turbulence simulation needs large amount

of data communications
 ~100MB data transfer for each MPI process / time step
 ~ 1TB data transfer / time step for 12,288 MPI processes
 It costs ~ 0.9 sec / time step (best estimate after optimization)

 Computational cost for the same run
 190 TFLOP / time step
 140 TFLOPS achieved on 12,288 nodes (~9% to peak)
 It costs ~ 1.36 sec / time step (memory bottle neck)
 Computation / communication ~ only 1.5
 How to achieve the high performance => Optimization
2017/1/30
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Requirements for multi-scale simulations
•
•

Fine resolutions in x and y to resolve electron and ion scales.
Small time step size to resolve rapid electron motions.
Resource: ~100 EFlop
Time steps: ~105 steps
Problem size: 1024´1024´96´96´32´2 = 6´1011 grids
FFT

FD, Reduction

Parallelization: over 100 k cores
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Mapping
+ Overlaps

7
6

Speed up

Ø Optimizations of MPI-rank mapping
and communications
® reduce the communication costs
Ø Computation-communication
overlaps
® mask the communication costs

Speed up

The improvement of the strong scaling
(reducing the cost of inter-node
communications) is critically important.

8

5
4

Mapping

3
2

No optimization

1
0
0

5

10 15 20 25 30 35

Number
cores
[x103]
Numberof
of cores
[x10^3]
6

Segmented rank mapping on 3D torus network
Arrange rank_xy:
Data transpose is
performed in a segment.

Arrange rank_z, rank_v, rank_m:
Point-to-point communications are performed
between
adjacent segments.DMC2017@IPAM, UCLA
2017/1/30
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Segmented rank mapping on 3D torus network
Arrange rank_xy:
Data transpose is
performed in a segment.

Arrange rank_z, rank_v, rank_m:
Point-to-point communications are performed
between
adjacent segments.DMC2017@IPAM, UCLA
2017/1/30

Arrange rank_s:
Reduction is
performed in a
29
7
cross section.

Computation-communication overlaps
Overlap method for MPI/OpenMP
hybrid parallelization [Idomura, 2013]
w/o overlap
01

…

N-1

w/ overlap
Threads
Comm.

01

…

N-1

Pipelined overlap of spectral
calculation [Maeyama+, Parallel Comput.]
w/o overlap
Threads

w/ overlap
Threads

FFT in x

Comp.
Time

•
•

Time

Transpose
x→y

The communication thread
enables overlaps for All-to-All.
The overlap techniques are
applied for spectral and finite
difference calculations.

Time
FFT in y

Time
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Effects of the optimizations
Ø The segmented rank mapping reduces comm. cost.
Ø The pipelined overlaps efficiently mask comm. cost.

Elapsed time [sec/step]

1.0
0.8

Comparison of the elapsed time
Others
42%
reduced

Transpose comm.
Computation (spectral)
77%
masked

0.6
0.4

80%
masked

0.2
0

2017/1/30

Computations (FD)
Field solver

79%
reduced

No optimization

Point-to-point comm.

Mapping

Mapping
+ Overlaps

Problem size:
(nx, ny, nz, nv, nµ, ns) =
(256, 256, 32, 32, 32, 2)
Parallelization:
(Nxy, Nz, Nv, Nµ, Ns, Nthreads)
= (4, 4, 4, 4, 2, 8)

* Pipelined overlaps ideally mask (Nthreads-1)/Nthreads ~ 87.5%.
DMC2017@IPAM, UCLA
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Strong scaling toward million cores
Ø Excellent strong scaling
up to ~ 600k cores.
Ø High parallel efficiency ~
99.99994%.
Ø Flops/Peak is 8.3~10.8%.

Strong scalings of GKV
Performance [TFLOPS]

103
K
(6x1011
grids)

102

10

1
103
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K (3x1010 grids)
BX900
(4x109 grids)
104

105

Number of cores

The highly-optimized code
enables multi-scale
turbulence simulations from
electron to ion scales.

106
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Problem size:
(nx, ny, nz, nv, nµ, ns) =
(1024, 1024, 96, 96, 32, 2)
Parallelization:
(Nxy, Nz, Nv, Nµ, Ns, Nthreads)
= (8-64, 12, 12, 4, 2, 8)
10
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Fluctuations of df on (x,v)-space
 Analysis of the distribution function df provides us

fundamental information on plasma turbulence.
 Anisotropic flow patterns (zonal flows and 2D turbulence)
 Generation of smaller (x,v)-scales (cascading)
Snapshot of %!d

Zonal
flows
2017/1/30
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a

on v-space

Fine-scale
fluctuations
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Entropy Balance and Transfer
(a)

 A quadratic functional of %!=p ,
q

that is, %r=pq , is a measure of
fluctuation, “entropy variable”

 Production rate of %r=pq

balances with transport s=pq
and dissipation t=pq

 In kinetic plasma turbulence,

%r=pq is produced with fine
velocity-space structures by
u
;(/= )
!(/= , /? , … ),
uvw

 and is transferred in the k

Under the periodic
boundary condition in (1

Sik? =

*Z

dv

|

(g)
fik? |2

2FM

+

⇥
( Sik? + Wk? )
⇥t
= LTi1 Qik? + Tik? + Dik?
* Z
!
+
2
⇤
+
2µB
m
v
e
⇤
i
k
(g)
k?
Qik? = Re vti dv fik?
iky ⇥ti
2Ti
Ti
⌧Z
h⇤ik?
Dik? = Re
dv C[hik? ]
FM

space through interactions of
turbulence and zonal flows
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Entropy Transfer Function Tk
 Entropy transfer function describes nonlinear

interactions in anisotropic turbulence including drift
waves and zonal flows. [Sugama+ PoP 2009; Nakata+ PoP 2012]
Tik? =

Ji [k? |p? , q? ] =

⌧

XX
q? p?

c
b · (p? ⇥ q? )
B

k?+p?+q?,0 Ji [k? |p? , q? ]

Z

dv

1
Re[ ⇥p? hiq? hik?
2FM

⇥q? hip? hik? ]

hk: non-adiabatic part of f(g)

 Detailed balance relation for the triad transfer

function x[p1 |z1 , {1 ] holds for the triad interaction
with p1 + z1 + {1 = 0
Ji [k? |p? , q? ] + Ji [p? |q? , k? ] + Ji [q? |k? , p? ] = 0
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Successive Entropy Transfer in Ion
Scale Turbulence [Sugama+ PoP 2009; Nakata+ PoP 2012]

 Turbulence (G| ≠ 0) entropy is transferred to higher-kr

side via nonlinear interactions with zonal flows (G| = 0)
=> Spectral broadening and transport reduction
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Detailed Entropy Transfer Analysis
Demands Computational Costs
 The triad transfer function x[p1 |z1 , {1 ] represents an

element of nonlinear interactions, and is useful when
several players co-exist in the multi-scale turbulence.
 But, computation of x[p1 |z1 , {1 ] for the whole p1 -space
demands huge computational costs.
(nkx,nky,nz,nv,nm,ns)x(nkx,nky)
= (320,640,64,96,16,2)x(320,640)= 8x1015 loops (!?)
{1
{}}
1
p1
}}}
}
}}
}}}
{
1
z1
…
p
,
p
,
p
1
1
1 ,…
}}
p1
p
}}}
1
z1
z1

 A reduce model is necessary for the triad transfer analysis

of the multiscale turbulence.
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A reduced model for the triad
entropy transfer
 Apply the Hermite-Laguerre polynomial expansion,
Ü

x#dp ~dp

Ü

ÅdpÇÉ 
, 2∥ , b = Ä Ä
:Ç 2∥ ]É b ,-d
Ñ!
Çá# Éá#

ÅdpÇÉ  = à â2 ä :Ç 2∥ ]É b x#dp ~dp , 2∥ , b
 With an approximation of x#dz ≈ x#d{ x#dp for p + z + { = 0
z,{
xdp

éd _d
ÅdpÇÉ
≈ %pçzç{,#
g 4 z×{êR Ä Ä
^z Åd{ÇÉ − ^{ ÅdzÇÉ
2P
Ñ!
Ç

É

for the electrostatic part.
 In practice, sum over l and m are taken up to the third order,
reducing the computational cost by a factor of O(102).
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Sub-space transfer analysis
Dividing the wave-number space into sub-spaces, we
define the sub-space transfer by a sum over Ωë
â
ríì + îíì = `íì + tíì + ïíì + ñíì
â+
ñíì =
íó ,íò
xí
ì

= Ä Ä Ä Ä xôp

•
•

Ωë

z,{

Ωú

dá=,M p∈íì z∈íó {∈íò

which satisfies
•

ΩO

Use FFT with filters of
ΩO and Ωú and compute
in the real space

íó ,íò
Ä Ä xí
ì
íó íò

íó ,íò
xí
ì

íò ,íó
Symmetry
= xí
ì
íó ,íò
íì ,íò
Detailed balance xí
+ xí
ò
ì
íó ,íó
xí
≠ 0 (õ! ΩO ≠ Ωë )
ì

+

íò ,íì
xí
ó

ΩO

=0
Ωë
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Analysis of the nonlinear mode coupling
Sub-space transfer is
Ø a generalization of the
shell-to-shell transfer for
the isotropic turbulence.

G|

Ø is applied to anisotropic
and multi-scale turbulence.
Zonal flows Ωùû = Gü = 0
Ion-scale turbulence
G|
Ω= = Gü ≠ 0 ∩ G1 \°= ≤ 2
Electron-scale turbulence
ΩM = Gü ≠ 0 ∩ G1 \°= > 2

⋰

Ωä
Ω§
ΩL
Gv

ΩM
Ω=
Ωùû
Gv
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Enhancement mechanism of ITGs by ETGs
Ø Weaker zonal flow generation in the multi-scale run.
Ø Reduction of ZF enhances the ion-scale transport.
Ø Electron-scale turbulence has damping effects on
short-wave-length zonal flows.

0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0

Multi-scale
simulation
20

40

60

Time t [R/vti]

80

í ,í

Ion-scale
simulation

0.003
® ®
xp∈í
/ ∑p `p
¶ß

Wzonal / Wnon-zonal

0.4

Normalized entropy
transfer to zonal modes

Ratio of zonal to nonzonal field energy

Drive by ion
scales

0.002
0.001

Total

0
-0.001
0

0.5

1

Damping by
electron scales
1.5 2 2.5 3

Radial wave number kxρti 48

Summary
 Data communication in multiscale plasma turbulence

simulation
 Simulation data of ~5TB for a single variable distributed on 72

k nodes of the K computer are transferred through all-to-all,
all-reduce, and one-to-one MPI communications.
 The inter-node communications optimized for the network
topology are efficiently overlapped with computations,
achieving strong scaling to ~600 k cores

 Data analysis for the nonlinear turbulence interactions

demands computational costs of O(N2).

(N: # of Fourier modes)

 Reduced model of triad transfer function is developed and

applied to the multiscale turbulence results.
 Sub-space transfer is useful for studying interactions among
sub-groups of Fourier modes, such as ion- and electron-scale
turbulence and zonal flows.
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